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Citroen Dyane

PHOTOGRAPHY: LAURENS PARSONS

What looks like an old hippy’s Citroën and
drives like a Lotus Elise? Pete Sparrow’s DyaneMGF hybrid, says James Winstanley
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Wider, lower
stance is only clue
something’s amiss.

Arches are widened
by three inches to
fit the chassis.

As charming as classic cars can be, outright
performance is quite often not the trump card,
coming second to the aesthetics and ownership
experience as a whole. There are certain models though which
are a great drive, despite featuring a 0-60mph statistic that
reads more like a form of tuning – ie. n/a.
The dainty Citroën 2CV and later derivatives such as the
Dyane you see here are such vehicles. Many a racing driver
has been quoted as saying that it is one of the best tools in
which to learn how to hustle a car around the bends properly,
as with so little power available you have to make the most
of every last fraction of speed gained and channel it through

the corners with both aplomb and a grin. But if you can take
a car that is fundamentally known to be a little lax in the
acceleration department, then make it handle and gain speed
like a well rounded sports car without losing any French
charm – well that would be even better now wouldn’t it?
With a list of previous Citroëns owned as long as his arm,
Pete Sparrow is a man that knows 2CVs inside out, and
having modified many and raced in countless others it was
never going to be a passion that was extinguished in a hurry.
Unfortunately, sometimes work and life just seems to get in
the way of such things, and while running Citroën & Peugeot
Specialists PTS Developments, Pete ended up spending all of

Citroen 2CV & Dyane
Citroën are known
innovators with a history
of doing things just a little
differently, and the 2CV
and its derivatives were
the mass-market showcase
of these characteristics.

There are enough facts
available to fill a textbook
on the unique design, but
it was designed as an ultralow cost, ultra-practical
method of transport for
French residents; people

for whom the horse and
cart was still the traditional
means of joing A with B.
The early cars featured
engines with as little as
9hp, and the flat-twin
layout shares hints of the

BMW motorcycle engine of
the same design – indeed,
modern versions of this
bike engine are now a
popular and relatively easy
transplant into the little
Citroën.
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Citroen Dyane

Front mounted
radiator and
MGF pedal box.

MGF instruments
and switchgear in
Dyane dashboard.

his time under other people’s bonnets as opposed to his own.
And that, as they say, is where eBay comes in.
Pete had been toying with the idea of a 2CV body on
modern running gear ever since seeing a Morris Minor shell
on a Nissan 200SX in PPC a few years ago, although he had a
suspect feeling that his mental image would never become a
mental sleeper. The standard Citroën uses a very lightweight
body with single-skinned panels, and its removal is therefore
a task almost more suited to a junior hacksaw than a plasma
cutter. For this reason, it would make a great lightweight ‘top
half ’ for a more sporting chassis underneath.
It seemed though, that someone had already been busy
putting these ideas onto action, and there it was up for
auction and staring Pete straight in the face.
The car in question was a 1972 Dyane, however underneath
the quaint yellow shell and sunshine roof sat a Rover MGF.
Not just the engine, or engine and subframe, but the whole
Longbridge caboodle. The entire floorpan and running gear
was kept from the MG, cunningly welded to the lithe Dyane
body on top.
‘I have to try and stop myself from bidding sometimes
when it comes to the online auctions,’ notes Pete, and when he
spotted what was basically the exact idea in his mind, dabbling

with the Bid Now button was almost unavoidable given his
penchant for Citroën projects and a work/life schedule that
left no time to create it himself.
Pete made the mistake of showing his enthusiastic son,
and the pestering to buy it then proceeded at every possible
opportunity until the auction ended. He knew that bringing
it home might not be the best idea, what with an outbuilding
that already contained an Ami, DS, GS, ‘55 Slough 2CV, Ami
Super, Ami van, 2CV van, 2CV 4x4 and so on. And on.
To cut a long story short, Pete ended up bidding in secret,
with less than £2000 securing what was a 120mph, 35mpg, tax
free sports car which looked like a classic Citroën.
With an obviously heady list of suitable contacts, Pete set
about investigating the history of the Dyane itself, and it
turned out to have quite a previous life already. The car was
once built with a Lotus Twin Cam engine, Renault gearbox
and a Lotus-derived double wishbone suspension setup, all
in the name of competitive racing. Fast forward another few
years, and in the 90s the Dyane reappeared again, this time
in C&CC Magazine with a turbocharged Alfa engine sat
in the back and no doubt looking a little confused as to its
surroundings.
Quite fitting then, that with its fourth incarnation, the
Dyane took about the only remaining step forwards in terms
of outright modification.
Having bought the car blind, Pete set off to pick it up in
what he knew was the entirely wrong way to hand over cash
for something with a V5. Namely it was dark, wet, and with
no time or space for inspection.
He eventually returned home and parked the car around
the corner for maximum surprise to his son when the time
came to reveal. The conclusion was that the Dyane and
its conversion was a little
agricultural in places, but
BUILDER’S
even better to drive than he
QUOTE
had expected.
There were a few niggles
to attend to, and the first
step was to remove the
rather large Coworth-esque
whaletail spoiler that was
sat on the back of the car;
the only startlingly obvious
modification to give away
the change underneath. The
other was the exhaust, which
originally exited through the
bootlid as opposed to a more
conventional form underneath.
Pete quickly attended to this in a hidden fashion as it was not
to his taste, and now the shell looks almost factory fresh.
The floorpan edges and integration of the two shells are
impressively neat, and since the two cars are relatively close
in terms of their footprint, there was nothing to be done in
terms of modifications to the MGF running gear in order to
sit under its new Dyane party frock.
The Citroën shell on the other hand just needed minor
widening to suit, with wheelarches stretched by adding in a
three-inch strip, leaving the original contours on the outside.
Inside, Pete has spent a little time tidying up the minor
details, as although all the standard MGF equipment is
retained such as power steering, ABS and a decent heating
system, the dash edges were not the neatest. A full carpet set
was also installed to cover the shell underneath, and this is
overlaid by Homebase doormats in the footwells; a hessian

most dyanes
have less
horsepower
than the
grand
national
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Shell Suits
style that suits the very nature of the Citroën and
its roots.
Weighing in somewhere just under 900kgs, the
Dyane is actually lighter than the MGF it’s based
upon, and with an MGF Trophy K-Series engine
fitted and producing 158bhp, the Elise-matching
power to weight ratio is just about perfect for
usable but exciting pace on the UK’s roads, all the
while being economical.
‘It is the perfect commuter car for me really’
denotes Pete, ‘certainly during the summer months
with the roof back.’ With plenty of boot space and
surprising practicality, it really does make sense as

Morris Minor on
Nissan 200SX

Take one Moggy shell, add
the bottom of a typical
Jap drift/track car, and the
result is one very potent,
very sideways Morris, with
all the running gear and
subframes required for a
good installation.
Mk1 Escort on
subaru impreza

a Citroën aficionado’s daily driver, and the car rides
and drives as if it was made on a production line.
His only regret is that he didn’t build the car
himself, but Pete knows that he would just never
have got around to finishing it, despite any best laid
plans he may have made.
Inspired by a fellow Citroën-loving friend who
is busy with a 2CV shell and a Hayabusa engine,
further ideas are already afoot to supercharge the
Rover engine underneath, as well as a little extra
interior tidying for more subtlety.
One of the best qualities of course is that
nobody really realises what’t is lurking beneath
the trimmed panels in the back. With a quaint,
charming colour and a shape that’s known for
being powered by an engine that normally has
less horsepower than the Grand National, it
can surprise many a passer-by with its sporting
underpinnings. Imagine how capable that is in
the hands of someone who learnt their craft in a
normal 2CV.

Take one 70s rally icon and
another from the 1990s.
Put them in a large mixing
pot and you have a 300bhp
all-wheel-drive Escort. You
can read about this car in
detail in October’s PPC.
Subscribe now to make
sure you get it (page 56).

Dyane can easily
catch people out
on the track.
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Citroen Dyane

MGF Rover Trophy
spec K-Series is to
get supercharger.
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£65.00
OTP 017

(P3017.1)
Replaces: Bosch 0580 464 070

OTP 018

MOTORSPORT
OTP 020

(P3020.1)
Replaces: Bosch 0580 254 909

£58.00

(P3018.1)
Replaces: Bosch 0580 254 911

£75.00

£64.00

OTP 019

(P3019.1)
Replaces: Bosch 0580 254 910/941/942

‘IN-TANK’
FUEL PUMPS

MOTORSPORT
OTP 979

(P3979.1)
Replaces: Bosch 0580 254 979
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